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IAN YOUNGHUSBAND — OCEAN REEF SEA SPORTS CLUB 
Statement by Member for Ocean Reef 

MR A.P. JACOB (Ocean Reef — Parliamentary Secretary) [12.50 pm]: Today I would like to pay tribute to 
and acknowledge a significant local resident, Mr Ian Younghusband. Ian is the patron of one of the largest clubs 
in my electorate—the Ocean Reef Sea Sports Club, which is a conglomerate of five clubs, including sailing, 
powerboats, fishing, diving and social. But Ian’s role goes far beyond being the patron. Ian was the club’s fourth 
commodore and presided over the greatest growth in the club’s history. During Ian’s tenure as commodore in the 
early 1980s, the current marina and the current clubhouse were opened. Whilst commodore and over subsequent 
years, Ian Younghusband was also the club’s architect, presiding over design and construction of the current 
clubhouse and subsequent additions, all while practising in his own architectural practice. Ian has also served for 
many decades as the club’s unofficial historian, publishing three histories for the club on its tenth, twentieth and 
thirtieth anniversaries. As a lifelong resident and a member of the club myself, that fantastic foresight of Ian’s to 
put the history of this club’s wonderful record down in print and with photographs will help ensure that the 
efforts of our founding fathers, such as Ian Younghusband, will not be forgotten. Our community owes people 
such as Ian a debt of gratitude. Often over the passage of time the dedication and effort put into the local 
community by volunteers such as Ian Younghusband is forgotten and today is a fantastic chance to recognise 
this. To Ian, on behalf of the Ocean Reef community, I thank you for what you have done and your legacy in our 
local community.  
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